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Puri is a small town in coastal Odisha yet it is one of the holy Char Dhams. It is a bustling pilgrimage
center as well as a popular tourist center due to its beautiful beaches - some are extremely crowded
while other are serene offering peaceful moments. Many popular Puri hotels are situated near the
beach and here is a compilation of a list of quality hotels in Puri near beach.

The holy town of Puri in Odisha is one of the sacred Char Dhams of India. Puri is famous for the
temple of Lord Jagannath- dedicated to an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. Puri is well connected by
roads and is one of the end junction of the East Coast Railway. Puri is one of India's bustling
pilgrimage center and also a very popular tourist destination. Puri attracts thousands of visitors all
the year round and the number increases manifold during the Lord's famous Rath Yatra ( or
otherwise known as the Car festival) celebrated in the summer months of June-July. There are
many other places to visit in and around Puri like the famous Sun Temple at Konark- a heritage site.
There is also the famous Chilika lake which is a huge brackish lake near Puri. In Chilika, one can
indulge in various activities such as dolphin viewing in the lake. One can take the small motor boats
into the lake and watch groups of dolphins in action. Winter months offer views of thousands of
migratory birds from the colder continents including the beautiful flamingos.

Beach Hotels in Puri

Hotel Naren Palace is a 2 star hotel located near the Puri sea beach. It is one of the most popular
hotels in Puri and enjoys nearly 73% customer recommendation. Many former guests praise its
rooms, service and especially the hospitable staff. Though almost all of the guests agree that the
restaurant service needs to improve to increase its popularity. The hotel offers sea facing rooms
with many extra facilities like refrigerator, cable TV, swimming pool, etc. The room rates start from
Rs.1400.

Hotel Holiday Resort/Pushpak is a popular 4 star hotel located near the Puri sea beach. It is also
close to the Puri main temple and enjoys almost 85% customer recommendation which implies 9
out of 10 will select this particular hotel. Previous guests give a large number of positive reviews
regarding the hotel's sea facing rooms, good service and co operative staff. The hotel offers full air
conditioned rooms with all the major facilities and also some extra facilities are provided by the hotel
like restaurant, swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi and steam bath. The room rates start from Rs.2000.
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Sushanta Pradhan - About Author:
The author is an editor of a hotels in Puri near beach and a  budget hotels in Puri. Book in advance
the a hotels in Puri to make your trip memorable and hassle free. You can also book online from
hotelpushpak.com
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